
…more complex missions 
People  Capability-Agility 

more critical than ever….! 

BusGameSC an exclusive training of Elmed 

Industry 4.0 - Smart factory - Usine intelligente ….. 

 whatever the name:  ideas , progressive realizations are marching… 

… more interactions between 

machines and machines to 

people…. 



                                                                                             Module1 

 

   Business game   2 days 

                                    

                 * Introduction on how to play the game 

                               - Group forming 

                               - Facts about the entreprise and its market 

     

                 * Play game : 6 runs of decisions  minimum 

 

                 * Groups results  interpretation 

 

                                

ELMED BusGameSC  Modelisation    
modules contents 

Local language and English 

International Experienced Professional guidance 

BusGameSC an exclusive training of Elmed 

Simulation/Modelisation in training 
are Key to team effectiveness in Supply Chain Management 



Methodology:        

 

 Articulates around an interactive  business game played by Up to 20 persons        

divided in groups playing the tasks to run the Supply Chain of the entreprise.   

                      

 Participants are Functions like production, planning, purchasing, distribution, 
commercial, production, administration. 

 

 The game goal being to maximise the entreprise results understanding the                

correlated financial implications of decisions taken. 

 

 The various business rounds recreate realistic situations to be dealt with. 

Groups results are shared and commented at the end. 

                        

                     

Objective:     

                      

           * Improve/Create among personal involved  in Supply Chain management,    

             the understanding of the correlated financial implications of decisions taken  

             in Planning, Purchasing, Distribution, Inventory, Service,:                  

                                 Margin contribution / Rona / Service 
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ELMED BusGameSC  Modelisation 



                                                           

                                                           Module 3      

  

 Supply Chain Strategies Design   1 day                      

 

 * Choice of 3 topics designed for your entreprise 

   reinforcing or establishing concepts  

          e.g.                  
           - Recent evolution of life cycles in logistics 

            - Mutualisation versus Cooperative approach 

            - SC Resiliency 

            - ………. 
 

                                

ELMED BusGameSC  Modelisation  

Optional modules contents 

   Note:  Module 2 and 3 are optional and their content chosen by the entreprise. 

             But are very effective depending on group and level composition 

             Can be given before or after the Business game.  

                                   Module 2 

    

   Focussed Understanding   1 day     

                                    
   * Choice of 3 topics adapted to your entreprise 

      reinforcing (or establishing) some basics    

            e.g.             
             - Customer Service and its measurement 

             - Economical performance, Dupont model 

             - Distribution & Transport productivity 

             - Planning decision process (PSI) 

             - ………                             
                                

Local language and English 

International Experienced Professional guidance 

BusGameSC an exclusive training of Elmed 


